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Border and Rule: Global Migration, Capitalism, and the Rise of Racist NationalismHaymarket Books, 2021

	
		In Border and Rule, one of North America’s foremost thinkers and immigrant rights organizers delivers an unflinching examination of migration as a pillar of global governance and gendered racial class formation.

		

		Harsha Walia disrupts easy explanations for the migrant and refugee...
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Cranes: Design, Practice, and MaintenanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002


	This book looks at all types of cranes and deals with container and

	grab unloader cranes in some detail.





	The objective has been to give a general overview of this very wide

	subject and then to provide positive, practical guidance to anyone

	involved in the design, specification, selection, or operation and...
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The Economics of Evaluating Water Projects: Hydroelectricity Versus Other UsesSpringer, 2012

	This book presents research on a kind of water use conflicts that is becoming more and more common and important: How to best manage moving water in times of increasing demand for electricity as well as environmental services. How should decisions be made between water use for electricity generation or for environmental and recreational...
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Intelligent Data AnalysisSpringer, 2007
This monograph is a detailed introductory presentation of  the key classes of intelligent data analysis methods. The ten  coherently written chapters by leading experts provide complete  coverage of the core issues.
The first half of the book is devoted to the discussion of classical  statistical issues, ranging from the basic concepts of...
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Logic Synthesis for Compositional Microprogram Control Units (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008
The control unit is one of the most important parts of any digital system. As a rule, control units have an irregular structure, which makes the processing of their logic circuits design very sophisticated. One possible way to optimise such characteristics as the size or performance of control units is to adapt their structures to the particular...
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Applied Genetic Programming and Machine LearningCRC Press, 2009

	This book delivers theoretical and practical knowledge on extension of Genetic Programming (GP) for practical applications. It provides a methodology for  integrating Genetic Programming and machine-learning techniques. The developmentof such tools contributes to the establishment of a more robust evolutionary framework when addressing...
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Database Access With Visual BasicZiff Davis, 1998

	Database Access with Visual Basic is the only book that takes an object paradigm approach for component-based solutions to modern, distributed enterprise implementations.

	Database Access with Visual Basic's major emphasis is on solutions, not technology. Rather than rattling off a list of features, diagrams, and acronyms, this...
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Why Women Should Rule the WorldHarper Perennial, 2008
What would happen if women ruled the world?
 Everything could change, according to former White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers. Politics would be more collegial. Businesses would be more productive. And communities would be healthier. Empowering women would make the world a better place—not because women are the same as men, but...
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ITIL Service Operation 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)The Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL Editions 2011 has been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. By focusing on delivery and control process activities, ITIL Service Operation describes how a highly desirable steady state of managing services can be achieved on a day-to-day basis. Key Features The updated ITIL publications share a similar...
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Real-Time Systems: Scheduling, Analysis, and VerificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This text is based on two rich sources: (1) materials in lecture notes I taught to senior

	and graduate-level computer science and electrical engineering students at Rice University

	and at the University of Houston, and (2) my research in the area of timing

	analysis and verification of real-time systems since the late 1980s,...
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Advances in Bio-inspired Computing for Combinatorial Optimization Problems (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2013

	"Advances in Bio-inspired Combinatorial Optimization Problems" illustrates several recent bio-inspired efficient algorithms for solving NP-hard problems.


	Theoretical bio-inspired concepts and models, in particular for agents, ants and virtual robots are described. Large-scale optimization problems, for example: the...
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Africa since 1800Cambridge University Press, 2005
This book, the Fifth Revised Edition of a well-known introductory textbook, has remained in steady demand for the past forty years. The new edition covers events up to the middle of 2003, and takes account of the fresh perspectives brought about by the end of the Cold War and the new global situation following the events of September 11, 2001. It...
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